
general care advice

Please regularly check that your chair’s components are complete

and in good working order and ensure that the chair is structurally

sound and functioning properly. 
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leather

real leather

Leather is naturally very durable, and its resistance to staining and 

abrasion from dirt is enhanced by protective coatings applied at the 

manufacturing stage.

Regular dusting should help keep the leather in perfect condition. 

When necessary, the upholstery should be gently wiped with a non-

abrasive cloth, dampened with warm soapy water. Immediately dry 

with a clean and dry non-abrasive cloth.

Do not use neat, strong or abrasive cleaning fluids or detergents, as 

these may affect the colour and finish of the hide. Avoid using any 

wax, cream or polish, as these will affect the feel of the leather. 

Please note that full grain aniline leather or russet leather should not 

be cleaned with water or soap as this could irreparably damage it. If 

in doubt, contact the leather supplier for more specialist advice.

polished metal

polished aluminium and chrome

Polished metal is fairly resistant to damage from dirt. Regular dusting 

should help keep the surface free from dirt and help stop scratching.

When necessary, surfaces should be gently wiped with a non-

abrasive cloth, dampened with warm soapy water.

Take care not to clean any moving parts, including the spindle and 

mechanism as this may affect the chairs performance.

fabric

natural and synthetic fabrics

In order to maintain the fabric over the five year guarantee period, the 

fabric must be vacuumed on a regular basis. Regular dusting and 

vacuuming removes any loose particles and stops dirt from entering 

the weave and breaking down the fibres.

When necessary, the upholstery should be gently wiped with a clean 

cloth, dampened with warm soapy water. Immediately dry with a 

clean and dry non-abrasive cloth.

Do not use neat, strong or abrasive cleaning fluids or detergents, as 

these may affect the colour and finish of the fabric. Upholstery can be 

professionally dry-cleaned if required.

plastic

moulded plastic, polyurethane and rubber

These materials are fairly resistant to damage from dirt. Regular 

dusting should help keep the surfaces free from dirt and help stop 

any scratches occurring.

When necessary, surfaces should be gently wiped with a non-

abrasive cloth, dampened with warm soapy water.

Do not use neat, strong or abrasive cleaning fluids or detergents, as 

these may affect the colour and finish of the surface.

Take care not to clean any moving parts, including castors, levers, 

spindle and mechanism as this may affect the chairs performance.


